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TT.JRBULENCE MODELLING CHALLENGES POSED BY COMPLEX
FLO\ilS
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ABSTRAC:T

tial issues pertaining t I modelling
turbulent flow' The ' mostly in
implications of a ra Ysical flow
here include the in turbulence'

streamline curvatune, buoyancy and normal strain, and the relevance ofadverse Pressure
gradient, acce leration, separation and three-dimensionality. Attention is then focused on

modern approaches to turbulence modelling, based mainly on second-moment closure

and including adaptations to low-Reynolds-number regions. Established model variants

are introduced and recent developments are reviewed, with a number of application

examples included to support the discussion.

SOME INFLI.'ENTHL FT,OIV FEATTJRES AND RELATED ISST'IES

Wh¡t ls Simple ond VYhot is Complex?

Complexity, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder. To the aerodynamicist, the flow
around an entire aircrafr is complex; to the turbulcnce modeller, a cufved two-
dimensional boundary layer, aweak wake or a thermally driven flat'plate boundary layer

are complex. The essential point of difference is turbulence, and the fact that its
cons€guences must, in a practical context, be captured by a flimsy bridge spanning the

deep gorge separating physical reality ftom industrial needs and constraints.

To stan with, any boundary layer, be it plane or cuwed, is characterised by a high lcvel

of turbulcnce anisotropy, strong v¡scouslturbulence interaction in the immediate vicinity
of the wall, and intermittency at its outer edge. The fact that such a complex amalgam

to the nesn-ñomentum balance, which is dictated by the shear stress alone; the damping

of lurbulencc æ lhc wall is approached, whilst closely associated $/ith the lendency

towards two.dimensional turbulence, can be (and usually is) 'corrclated' to a turbulent

Rcynolds üumber of the form Rr=kos0/v, in which e is either the distance from the wall

È et t"o
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or the length scale krs/r. This approach to characterising turbulence damping implies,
of. co.urse, that the process is primarily induced by viscósity. In fact, it is provãked,
principally, by an inviscid mechanism which selectively inhibits ihe wall-normal
intensity via an interaction ofwall-reflected pressure fluctuaiions and strain fluctuations.
The consequence of this attenuation emerges from the (exact) production rate of rhe
shear stress for homogen'ous shear:

,, pu" _ _7 # (1)

To a first approximãtion, the shear stress may be assumed to be proportional the rate of
its production mult¡Plied by a time scale (the banking analogy beiigiealth=interest rute
x time), that is:

;'. The main implication of the
to represent realistically the near-
d cannot be based on the eddy-
1:

are considered in the following sub-sectioru.

-uv -- au
öy

!
Ct (2)l

Small Causes-. Iarge Effects

secondary strains or body forces to a shear layer can have
quences apertaining to the structure of turbulence, implying
modelling sophistication. Streamline curvature, Fig. l(a), is

It is instructive lo note first that inclusion of cr¡rvature leads to the (exact) shear-stress
Produçtionrate: 

_ârr 
I r - ì i,''Puv--izfl-ilav

dy -& 
(3)

In a wall boundary layer, u-2 is much larger than 7. It ¡, evident, rherefore, that the
curvature-related secondary strain, dVlôx, is heavily weighted relative to the principal
strain and will, therefore, have a disproportionately large-influence on the shear stress.
The influence of curvatu.re is fr¡rther brought out by cónsidering the exact produciion
rates of the normal and shear stresses, expressed in terms of 

"u-id, 
streamline-adapted

co-ordinates:
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Fig. 1: Generic shear flows with curvature and density stratification

(a)

A number of useful qualitative observations may be made by reference to the above

equations. It is noted-jirst that the secondaW strain U/R tends to increase Pu-, and

hónce uv itself, since 2u2 typically exceeds vz by a factor 3. This stress is negative,

however, and curvature will, consequently, reduce the magnitude of uv. Second, the

influe¡ce of U/R is much stronger ¡[an one might expect, for its multiPlier in P¡" il
(Zu2-v2¡ which is much larger than v2, the multiplier of the Primary strain. That v¿

is relativety small follows from the observation that Pü-v jg not simply low but is, in fact,

negative. Of course, despite the negative production, vz cannot iSelf be negative, and

this is ensured by so-called "pressure-stgin-interaction" processes which continuously
'feed' energy from u2 to *'2. The stress u2 can well afford this loss, for it is generated

Similar arguments apply to other cuwed or svirling flows in which turbulence may

either be attenuated or amplified depending uPon the sense of cuwature. Equivalent

consideration may also be made in relation to density-stratified flows, as is demonstrated

in the example below. It is hefe that the well-known analogy emerges between

cuwature- and stratification-induced amplification or attenuation of turbuloncg Foil:the

stratified and sheared flow in Fig. 1O), the production rates of the stresses v2 and Ñ
and the vertical flux d are given by:

pw--7S+toeÇt
Pu1 - ZgPle
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v$ tend to increase.

The above considerations demonstrate that any serious attempt to represent realistically
the physical Processes at play in the presence ofcuwature, recirculation, swirl and body
forces must rest on capturing turbulence anisotropy and its interaction with turbulence
transport. They also clarify that many situations which superficially appear simple are,
in- fact, physically very complex. The large majority of room-ventilatlon problems are,
of course, characterised by highly curved shear layers, recirculation regions, and
stratified zones. Hence, the foregoing argument are highly relevant in the present
context.

More speed.... Less Haste

The acceleration of a boundary layer, if sustained, is known to cause relaminarisation.
Conversely, deceleration tends to increase turbulence, but the associated causes are not

total shearstress is partially 'frozen'due to convection, while the total shearstress must
increase due to the increase in shear strain. Hence, the laminar contribution to the total
shear stress tends to gain in importance and this leads to a sustained thickening of the
semi-viscous sub-layer, coupled with a uniformisation of the outer stream and hence
decline in shear'induccd turbulence production. How this process interacts with
anisotropy is unclear, but the considerations presented in the prevlous sub-section clearly
imply that anisotropy must play an important role. lndeed, heat-transfer calculations in
thermally-driven cavities derive considerable benefits from the use of the ,'generalised

gradientdifñrsion hypothesis" for lhe heat fluxes, which accounts for stress anisotropy
(Ince & Iaunder [2]).

ln the absence of any clear insight into the physical mechanism goveming

I In fact, in mixed convec{ion, wall-induced heating can result in borh a reduction
and an enhancement of turbulence, and consequently heat transfer. The cruciat issue is
the relative direction and magnitude of forced and free convection. For details see
Cotton and Jackson [4].
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follow.

When a boundary layer is subjected to severe deceleration, the streamwise and lateral

normal strains contribute significantly to the production rates of stresses. These former
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Hltting a Brick Wall

When an irrotational, but turbulent stream impinges normally on a wall, turbulence tends

to be generated by normal straining. However, the rate of generation is much lower

than might be supposed. This may be clarified by reference to the exact generation rate

of turbulence energy:

P¡- -pñ # -pw * -rôu ôvr-puv[Ð*æJ (6)

P¡- zp.[#)1 ,n,t 3i]'*,,,[#" #J'.. (7)

which yields a seriously excessive level. :'. 
,
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accurately. This is a major challenge to established forms of second-moment closure
which show prominent weaknesses in respect of reattachment. Some recent progress in
this area will be reported later.

Facing Three-Dimensional Reallty

transport to yield a realistic prediction of the near-wall structure.

Whot about Organised Transient Featu¡es?
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of evidence to suggest that turbulence models yielding steady-state solutions
underestimate the apparent mixing implied by an a-posterbri time-averaging of the

transient solution derived from a simulation which resolves at least the large-scale
structures shed from the bluff obstacle. An associated problem is that different
turbulence models suppress to a variable extent naturally occurring periodicity. Fig. 2
gives an example from mechanical engineering (Un and Lesclziner [8]). Here, a jet is

issued from a radial injector into a swirling cross-flow. The interaction between the two
flows produces a periodic flapping motion associated with shedding. The flow was
computed with two models: an eddy-viscosity k-e variant and a Reynolds'stress-
transport closure. The latter tends to retum a lower level of turöulence mixing resulting
in a more pronounced flapping mode. This is brought out ¡n Fig. 2 by a comparison of
frequency spectra obtained by a Fourier analysis. Evidently, different model variants
include different time-scale ranges, suggesting an overlap between turbulence and

shedding time scales. In extreme cases (Franke et al [9]), the turbulence model entirely
suppresses any transients and returns a steady solution which does not conform with the

real time-averaged behaviour. It must be said here that the above difficulty is

encountered predominantly in unconfined conditions. Conf¡nement and wall proximity
tend to inhibit periodicity and enhance the validity of the statistical framework.
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Fig. 2: Jet injected into cross flow and flapping frequency sPectra predicted by k-e
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eOdy-viscosity model and Reynolds-stress transport model (Un & I-esctøiner [8])
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In the event of extrema (say, peak velocity and heat transfer) having to be determined,

paper is does not consider LES ñ¡rther, but confines itself to issues relevant to the
computation of flows with turbulence models.

A lVord on Numerics

For computational solutions to reflect reality and to give a fair representation the
predictive capabilities of the turbulence closures used, numerical errors must be reduced

In most circr¡mstances, numerical errors arise,
convective transport. C.onvection gives rise to h
often convoluted regions and steep variations i
to be resolved accurately with economically

Numerical errors by simple tests in which a uni-
dircctional flow is upporting grid. Two examples are
shown in Fig. 3 I¡schzinei lS7), a plane iaminar
jet is discharged , with the moimu'n cell-peclet
number (VA:t/v) being 50. lts development is resolved with three convection schemes:
the firsþorder upwind scheme, a skew-upwind variant (Raithby [13) in which (fint-
order) upwinding is effected in the streamwise direction, and the ihirã-or¿er upstieam-
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weighted quadratic interpolation scheme

QUICK (l-eonard [1a]. While none of
the schemes returns close agreement
with the exact solution, the first-order
upwind approximation gives a wholly
unacceptable level of artificial smearing
which renders the related solution
meaningless. Unfortunately, this scheme
is still widely used in multidimensional
flow simulations, including such related
to room-ventilation (e.g Davidson [15]).

-.-0udd?o c

-.8¡ôct.

V
Fig. 3: [.aminar plane jet discharged at 22.60 to grid -

comparison of predictions with exact solution
for Pe"=50 (Læschziner [57])

Fig. 4: Convective transport of Gaussian scalar field by a forced vortex at tip Courant

number c,¡o=0.5; (a) lst-order upwind/ADl scheme; (b) QUICIVADI scheme,

(c) Spline/Öharacteristics scheme (Nasser [13])
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Fig. 4 ns, arising from
three transport of a
Gauss tion). Solutions
4(a) a mation and the
quadratic scheme QUICK respectively, both combined with a second-order ADI time_

distribution. Only the third, most elaborate scheme is here able to maintain a high level
of accuracy.

SOME CURRENT DIRECTIONS IN TURBULENCE MODELLING

Second-moment closure

stresses and fluxes through a complex interaclion between all the stress, flux and strain
components,

Convection {ilp; or ü]õ) = Diftusion (S, or -W) + production (rs, or ç¡
+Redisrriburíon (S¡ or [$¡ - oissipaíion (irp¡ or [O)

While diffi¡sion, redistribution and dissipation all require modelling, produclion does not,
for it only involves stresses, fluxes and mean-flow gradients. As the stress and flux
levels respond sensitively to the related production levels, it can be concluded tentatively
that a model based on the above principles offers a superior range of generality.

The most commonly used Reynolds-stress closure form is that of Gibson & I-aunder
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[19] (based on that of Launder et al [20]). This consists of the following modelled

transport equations for the stresses ü-p¡:

a C" u¡u¿ +P¡¡+o¡.¡ -lo¡¡, (8)

d ij

(e)

k

where U* are mean-velocity components in the directions x¡;

Pij. "r"n fr.W H
is the generation of re-distribution of turbulence energy,

k = ûF'r, among rh stands for the rate of dissipation of
the nórmal stresses he above, convection and generation

are exact, while the f exact expressions which cannot be

used in their original form, however, as they contain third-order conelations. Thus,

diffr¡sion is modelled by a generalized gradient approximation, while dissipation is

assumed to be isotropic, with each normal stress dissipated at the same rate,2l3e ,

where e is determined from its own transPort equation,

#ft-& cr"t"ã+h...,' jt pxr - c,,, # (10)

Finally, the redistribution term, (Þ¡¡, modelling the interaction between turbulent

fluctuations of pressure and strains, coirsists of three contributions, namely Rotta's linear

'relurn to isotropy' term,

orj,,--+ "rï-]a¡¡'fr¡ 
(11)

the 'isotropization of produciion' term,

Õij,, - - C, 
"r¡ 

- å ôij PLL (J2)

and the 'wall-reflection' terms,

Õîj,, - c,,* å (ffin¡n ôrJ -; SJn¡n.¡ - ] SJn¡n¡l r
(13)

öîj,, - Cr,o, (Õkr,rn¡nrô li - z 'Dik,:nknj - å trO,r"¡n¡) f

The above is a particular form expressing only the influence of thè nearest wall via the

wall distance ñ¡nction

1

T-
kr.s
ffif (14)
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( being the distance from the wall. A simpliñed form of the ãbove closure is the
so-called algebraic stress model (ASM). Its derivation was (misguidedly) motivated by
considerations of computational economy. It arises upon thi replãóement of the
differential stress-conveclion and diffr¡sion terms, for example, by Roài,s proposal [21],

lcij d¡¡)+F,.-d)-F<r-.1 
(1s)
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Here again, the critical issue is streamline cuwature in the separated shear layer,
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Fig. 5: Jet injeAion into a plenum chamber: velocity field and profiles of velocity and

turbulence energy predicted with eddy-viscosity and Reynolds-stress models

(Huang & Lesctøiner [24)

Finally, Fig. 8 relates to a three-dimensional twin-jet conñguration (Saripalli [28]) in
which impingement gives rise to a strong fountain originating from the collision of the

wall jets formed afrer impingement. The greatest sensitivity to turbulence modelling is,

not unexpectedly, observed in the fountain, and comPutational results by Ince &
I-eschziner [29] included here relale to the fountain half-width and cross-fountain

velocity. As seen, the Reynolds-stress model yields a clearly superior resolution, held

to reflect the destabilising influence of curvature in the near-wall shear layers which rise

from the wall at the base of the fountain as the wall jets collide.
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nvin-impinging jet computed with eddy-viscosity and Reynolds-stress-transport
models (lnce & I-eschziner [29)]

Space constraints do not permit a great deal to be said about the extension of the above

framework to heat fluxes and on the performance of the extended model; attention is
drawn, however, to comments made in the introduclory seciion on some fr¡ndamental
issues related to temperature stratification. The extension involves the inclusion of
modelled equations for the fluxes themselves and, in general, of two further equations,

one for the variance of the scalar quantity being considered (e.g. internal energy,

temperature, species concentration) and one for the dissipation of this variance [19].
There is ample evidence to demonstrate that the extended closure and truncated variants

thereof are able to represent the inhibiting/amplifying influence of stable/unstable density

stratification on the vertical exchange of momentum and heat. I-eschziner [30] and

McGuirk et al [31] show, for example, that flux-model variants are able to predict

internal hydraulic jumps resulting from the horizontal discharge of warm over cold

water. Viollet [32] reports striking calculations for stably and unstably strat¡fied water

flows which verify the ability of second-moment closure to mimic damping and

enhancement of vertical mixing. Further examples involving three-dimensional warm-
water discharges into colder water bodies are reported by McGuirk & Rodi [33] and

Leschziner & Rodi [34]. Results from a particularly demanding calculations by

Cresswell et al [58] performed with two full Reynolds-stress-transport models for a

negatively buoyant warm jet issuing into an opposing colder stream are shown in Fig.

9. Here, essential processes to capture are those arising from the strong interaction

between turbulence, curvature and buoyancy. Plots included in Fig. 9 show the overall

flow f¡eld and radial profiles of temperature, Reynolds-sttesses, radial flux and
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Notwithstanding the rather upbeat account given above, it must be acknowledged that

the gains achieved by switching from an eddy-viscosity to a Reynolds-stress closure are

not uniformly high, and the latter is by no means a Panacea. Yet, no case has been

encountered which has derived no benefit from the switch. Swirling flows and those

dominated by large recirculating regions seem to benefit most, and this conclusion
extends to three-dimensional conditions. Weaknesses in the forms used in the above

examples are rooted, principally, in the approximation of the pressure'strain and the

dissipation processes. The former acts against the anisotropy-provoking generation terms
by redistributing energy among the normal stresses, simultaneously reducing the shear

stresses. The standard model depends linearly on shear stresses, but there is every reason

to believe that the dependence is nonlinear. Indeed, the linear form is inherently unable
to represent the decline of isotropisation as the wall is approached, where turbulence
tends to become two-dimensional. It is this inability which necessitates the use of the

highly intuitive, yet highly influential wall-reflection terms (13). Their task is,

essentially, to counteract excessive isotropisation by models (11) and (12). The linear
form is also known to give the wrong response in strong homogeneous shear where the

production-to-dissipation ratio P*/e sigli ñcantly exceeds 1.

Over the past four years, efforts have been made by groups around hmley [35] and

Launder [36] to construct non-linear pressure-strain models desigled to satisfy the

" real izability constraint" :

è*,rt0 as ufu+O (16)

(no summation on cr which denotes direction of principal strains) and to minimise the

need for wall-conection terms.

Thus, Fu et al [36], guided by earlier work of Shie and l,umley [35], have derived the

following cubic model for the pressure-strain term S¡,

ôij, - - 0.6 [Ptj - + ôij Pr¡.] + 0.3ca¡.¡ (P¡¡/c)

- o.r[.kTjo", t *. * I - ++ t ",\ H + u¡r¡ H ll
- r I Az (Ptj - D¡¡) + 3ar¡ a,r.¡ (PDn - Dmn)] (1Ð

Which, together with the non-linear form for {¡,t

Õtj,, - - c, i ["tJ + c',(a¡r "kJ - å ôlJ A2)l- caij 
(18)

ensures that Om, and with it Ifu (n=walt-normal index), vanish at the wall. In the above,

'A' is (a highly influential) "flatness parameter" given by A={1-9l8(42-A)} where

Ar=a¡,a,, is the second invariant of tha anisotropy a¡¡=(ilili - 2ß õiik)k and A3=a¡1a¡¡a¡¡

is theihird invariant. The importance of 'A' derive.s from-lamley's observation thãt its
value is unity for isotropic turbulence and zero for 2D turöulence.
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The validation of the above model by rcfercnce to complex flows is in its infancy. The
only cxtensive validation study documenred 1o dare is that of crafr [3g], who examined
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Éij - (1 - Ao.s) ef.¡ + Ao." ? orj, (20)

The isotropic dissipation e is still determined from a related transport equation of the

type used within the k-e modelling frameworþ although a number of variations have

been put forward. Most have emerged in the coune of devising the alternative non-linear
pressure-strain models indicated above. The form used by Craft [39], for example, is:

c2r 1.9 aI]+a. (21)

Clearly, the major novel element in this form is that the sink bf e is sensitized to
anisotropy. It is also to be noted that the coefficient Cs.l multiplying P/e [equation (10)]
has been reduced from its standard value 1.44 to 1, tlie favourable consequence being
that the influence of P/e on e is diminished.
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A weakness of all forms of the dissipation equation is that they retum an excessive near-
wall length-scale value in non-equilibrium conditions
gradients. Experiments show that the length scale k3
from its equilibrium value 2.5y close to the wall, ou
consequence ofthis weakness is a seriously excessive level ofwall heat transfer in flow
recovering from separation and reattachment. This problem has been addressed, rather
pragmatically, by Yap [41] who has added rhe following sink tertn to the e-equation:

se - o.rr[ä,_, ][ä'] e2)

where 0. is the equilibrium length scale 2.5y. It is readily recognised that this form
increases e in proportion to departures from the equilibrium value of 0", thus leading
to a decrease in the length scale.

It is finally remarked that considerable efforts have also been made over the past three
years to improve the 'standard' set of the flux-transport equations of Gibson & Launder
[19] via non-linear approximations for the pressure/temperature-gradient terms, along
routes analogous to those taken in designing the non-linear pressure-strain model for the
stress equations. For details, see Craft [39].

[.ow-Reynolds-Number Effects

Low-Re modelling is little less than a quagmire, and this reflects a general lack of

correct rate of decay of stresses and rise in dissipation very close to the wall .

Traditional models have emerged as extensions to high-Re variants, taking into account
the limiting behaviour of k and e,

k+ay2+bys+ ¿-¡2a +4by+.. (23)

as y tends to zero, and the constraint that viscous diffusion of k at the wall must be
balance dissipation. This latter requirement immediately reveals that the dissipation
must be finite at the wall. Indeed, direcl numerical simulations indicate that e reaches
a maximum at the wall, implying that the usual wall boundary condition ôeldy=e ig
inconect.

Some 15 different low-Re k-e variants alone are in existence, and a review of most is
provided by Patel et al [3]. The wrirer himself, working wirh Lien [44], has recently
contributed to this Plethora of models by formulating variants which satis$ length-scale
constraints implied by the one-equation models of rwolßhtein [a5] and Nonis &
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Reynolds [46] (see also Lien 147)). A recent model based on k and the turbulence

vorticity <¡¡ has been proposed by Wilcox and his associates [48], and several one-

equation models involving algebraic prescriptions of the lengh scale are reported in the

literature (e.g. Wolßhtein [45], Norris & Reynolds [46], Davidson [a9]).

Wall-induced attenuation of turbulence transport is modelled, almost without exception,

via exponential decay functions pre-multiplying the eddy viscosity, and additional source

terms in the e-equation. These functions involve a turbulent Reynolds number of the

form ke/v. In most models, e is related explicitly to the wall distance, and this

obviously restricts their applicati the models of Jones

& l¿under [50] and Launder & as the length scale,

allowing application to low-she egions remote from
walls. On the other hand, these same models tend, in certain circumstances, to suffer
from stability problems near walls and require particularly high grid-line densities to

ensure grid-independent solutions.

It is not the objective of this section to review the rationale and performance of
established models. Rather, an indication is provided below of some fresh developments
in this area. In view of the particular relevance of buoyancy-induced flow to room

ventilation, it is instrucfive to give, prior to a consideration of recent efforts, one

example of a particularly careful application of what appears to be the best conventional

model to a buoyant cavity flow examined experimentally by Cheesewright and Ziai 152).
The application is that of Ince and l¿under [2], using an extended variant of the

Launder-Sharma k-e model [51] (A similar study, adopting a somewhat less elaborate

model variant is reported by Henkes [53]). The extension consists of including the

buoyancy-generation terms into the k- and e-equatio¡u, adding to the E-equation Yap's
length-scale conection and evaluating the heat fluxes from Daly & Harlow's [54]
generalised gradient diffi¡sion hypothesis,
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Fig. 12: Velocity_and temperature profiles in buoyancy-driven flow in a 5:l cavity at
Ra=5x10to (Ince & Launder [2])
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Use of is of considerable imponance to predictive
accurac I temperaturc gradient to influence the venical
flux, as by the exact flux-generation terms in the flux-
transpon equation and temperature d.istributions at onc
panicular position ¡edictive qualiry is good, ind.icaring thar
this model is quite rposes.

Recent fundamental efforts to improve low-Re models have followed threc differcnt
routes: In the fust, tìvGequation models are being formulated, again via functional
correlation, but with referpnce to the aforementioned direct numerical simulations.
Michelassi et al's model [55] is a good example of this rather pragmatic and somewhat
opaque approach. The second route involves the I decay
functions, very similar to rhose adopted in rradition second_
moment closures. the models of Launder & Shima nto this
category, the laner formulated specifically with a view lo computing 3D curved-duct
flows with strong transverse ci¡culation. It must again be it 

"srã¿ 
here that this

CONCLUDING REMARKS
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non-equ¡librium conditions such as freelmixed convection, reattachment and recovery

therefrom and virtually all lhreedimensional flows, whether attached or separated.

Conventional two-equation models, whilst generally adequate, mis'represent the

fundamentat physical processes of wall-attenuated turbulence. Here again, second-

moment closure is the lowest closure level offeriog scope for a correct representation,

and current efforts have been highlighted.

The importance of adequate numerical resolution cannot be over'stated. Resource

limitatións seldom allow grid-independent solutions to be attained with first-order

schemes, particularly in 3D conditions, and resort must be sought in higher-order

schemes. These can present difficulties if applied to the turbulence equations, unless

TVD-type formulations are employed.

Finally, because CFD involves highly non-linear and strongly interactive Processes, some

ill-understood, it is the writer's view that a high level of expertise, experience and

insight will always be required to properly exploit the potential of CFD and, equally

important, to appreciate its limitations. It is this which makes commercial CFD, unless

entirely transparent, akin to 'fool's gold',
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